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I N T R O D U C T I O N
The EU’s enlargement to the East has been an economic success. Trade between the old and the new members
is thriving. Foreign investment by West European companies has helped to create hundreds of thousands of jobs
in Central and Eastern Europe, and it has generated multi-billion euro profits for the investing companies.
Workers from Poland, Hungary and elsewhere have plugged skills gaps in those EU countries that have opened
their labour markets. Money from the EU budget is flowing into the East’s poorest areas. Even East Euro p e a n
f a rmers – previously the re g i o n ’s most ardent eurosceptics – are much happier now that they can sell their goods
to the whole EU, and have at least some access to EU farm subsidies. 

P o l i t i c a l l y, however, the EU has not digested the accession of the ten new members. Voters and some politicians
in Germ a n y, Austria and elsewhere believe that enlargement has damaged their economies. Many people in the
‘old’ EU think that competition in the enlarged single market has somehow become ‘unfair’. In March 2005,
thousands marched in the streets of Brussels to protest against the erosion of the ‘European social model’ after
e n l a rgement. In France, opposition to enlargement was one of the reasons why so many people voted against
the EU’s constitutional tre a t y. Only a minority of people now support further enlargement – not only in France,
but also in Austria, Denmark, Finland, Germ a n y, the Netherlands and the UK. 

Much of the resentment that has been building up in the old EU is fuelled by false perceptions about cheap
Polish plumbers and Latvian builders ‘stealing’ West European jobs by undercutting local wages and
d i s re g a rding social standards. Workers in slow-growing Germany and Italy may be jealous of the new members’
a p p a rent economic success. Many think that this success has been achieved by luring investment and jobs
e a s t w a rds with the help of ‘unfair’ tax competition and ‘social dumping’. Some We s t
E u ropeans worry that enlargement has forced the EU into a ‘race to the bottom’ in
wages, taxes and social standards. The East Europeans, it is said, are “unfamiliar
with the solidarity of the European social model”.1 Most people in Germ a n y, France
and Italy would place the new members firmly in the ‘Anglo-Saxon’ camp of liberal
capitalist economies – an impression that has been re i n f o rced by Eastern Euro p e ’s
close political ties with the UK and the US. 

The reality, however, is very different. There is no doubt that eastward enlargement is changing the European
economy. But much of the impact has already taken place since economic integration has been going on for
well over a decade. Undoubtedly, further changes will be required on both sides as single market integration
deepens. And some eurozone countries would be well-advised to increase the flexibility of their labour markets
before the East Europeans gain the right to apply for jobs across the whole EU in 2011 (and perhaps earlier
in some countries). 

But the widespread perception that the new members are ultra-liberal, low-tax economies that are damaging
We s t e rn Euro p e ’s social systems is wrong. There are big diff e rences between the individual East Euro p e a n
countries. But generally, their levels of taxation and budget spending are only marginally lower than in most
West European countries. They tend to have generous social security systems that are under severe strain fro m
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persistently high unemployment. Like many ‘old’ EU countries, the newcomers are struggling to stay competitive
in the face of low-cost competition from fast-growing Asia. And they are looking for ways to produce more
high-tech goods and services and fewer basic manufactured products. For the sake of European harm o n y, We s t
E u ropean politicians should stop spreading stereotypes and instead start a more informed debate on how both
old and new members can best benefit from EU enlarg e m e n t .

THE IMPACT OF ACCESS I O N
E c o n o m i c a l l y, eastward enlargement is yesterd a y ’s news. The EU and the Central and East European countries
s t a rted to dismantle bilateral trade barriers in the early 1990s, even before they agreed timetables for full
liberalisation through the ‘Europe agreements’. By 2001 there were no more tariffs or quotas for trade in industrial
goods, although some restrictions remained for trade in services and, of course, farm goods. The lowering of EU
trade barriers – alongside rapid industrial re s t ructuring – fuelled an export boom across Central and Eastern
E u rope that has been instrumental in the re g i o n ’s re c o v e ry. In the ten years before accession, Hungarian export s
rose by 380 per cent (in dollar terms) and Czech ones by 280 per cent. By 2000, the big Central European countries
w e re already sending 60-75 per cent of their exports to the EU. In other words, long before membership, they were
trading more with the Union than many of the EU countries were trading with each other.

The export boom has been closely related to large-scale inflows of foreign direct investment (FDI). The actual
accession to the EU has done little to increase the attractiveness of the Central and East European countries for
f o reign companies. But the pre-accession process has been important for FDI, for several reasons. First, as the
East European countries took over EU rules and policies, their business environments started to resemble those
in We s t e rn Europe, so foreign investors felt more at home. Second, as the EU opened up its markets for goods
f rom Poland, Estonia and Slovakia, these countries became more attractive locations for export - o r i e n t e d
p roduction. And third, the prospect of EU membership acted as an ‘external anchor’ for economic re f o rm s ,
guaranteeing a certain amount of stability and insuring investors against policy reversals. 

As a result, EU companies have ploughed more than S150 billion into the ten Central and East Euro p e a n
accession countries since the early 1990s. For We s t e rn Europe these sums were relatively small: in 2004, the old
EU-15 invested 11 times more in each others’ economies than in the new member-states. But for many of the East
E u ropean countries, investment inflows from the EU frequently amount to 5-10 per cent of their GDP. This FDI
has helped to build up massive new production capacities across Central and Eastern Europe, in particular in the
automotive sector, but also in electronics, furn i t u re, pharmaceuticals and other manufacturing sectors. And FDI
has been instrumental in creating modern services sectors such as retail, banking, telecoms and transport. 

In short, gradual economic integration with the EU has been the key to the new members’ economic success.
Since the mid-1990s, the Central and East Europeans countries have consistently outgrown most of the old EU.
For example, Poland grew by an average of 4.4 per cent a year over the last decade, Hungary by 3.6 per cent
and Estonia by 5.4 per cent. By comparison, Germany mustered an average growth rate of 1.3 per cent in 1995-
2004 and France of 2.2 per cent. The accession countries also did considerably better than those countries that
have not applied for (or been off e red the prospect of) membership, for example Russia, Ukraine or Moldova
(whose average growth rates in 1995-2004 were respectively 2.9 per cent, 1.5 per cent and 1.4 per cent). 

Have you got my job?  
Some West Europeans suspect that the East’s economic success has come at their expense. Have cheap export s
f rom Slovakia and Poland priced Dutch and French goods out of the market, they wonder. Have the larg e - s c a l e
FDI flows simply transferred jobs from West to East? For most of the EU member-states, trade and investment
links with the candidate countries have been too small to have a measurable impact. The exceptions are
G e rmany and Austria, which trade a lot with the region and, alongside France and the Netherlands, account for

the bulk of foreign investment there. The net impact of economic integration with the
East is fiendishly difficult to calculate. Economists at the O s t e u ro p a - I n s t i t u t, a
Munich-based re s e a rch outfit, have looked at the impact of trade and FDI and
reached the following tentative conclusions: since We s t e rn Europe has traditionally
run a trade surplus with Central and Eastern Europe, the impact of trade integration
was almost certainly positive for the old EU. According to one study, the EU’s trade
surplus with the big four Central European candidate countries created 114,000 jobs
in the EU during the 1990s.2

For FDI, the story is more complicated. Take the case of Germany: German companies have invested some S4 0
billion in the whole of Eastern Europe since the mid-1990s, and German-owned (or co-owned) companies now
employ some 900,000 people across the region (80 per cent of whom work in the eight Central and East
E u ropean countries that joined the EU in 2004). Half of this investment was aimed at profiting from the
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accession countries’ burgeoning consumer markets, for example through building supermarkets or buying local
banks, so it has not replaced jobs in Germ a n y. The other half sought to take
advantage of low labour costs in the candidate countries, so may potentially have led
to job losses in factories back home. To conclude, however, that 400,000 or so jobs
have moved from Germany to the East would be wrong. Production in Eastern
E u rope is much more labour-intensive than in Germ a n y. For each job lost in
G e rmany (or France or Austria), there are usually several created in Poland, Slovakia
or Latvia. So the O s t e u ro p a - I n s t i t u t calculates that at most 70,000 German jobs
have moved eastward for cost re a s o n s .3

This is a sizeable number, but it only accounts for 1.5 per cent of Germ a n y ’s total unemployment of 4.6 million.
Such estimates have to be interpreted with caution, not least because they often ignore that outward investment
also benefits the country where it originates. Much FDI has come from companies that are under fierce global
competition, in sectors such as cars, electronics and chemicals. By shifting parts of their lower value-added
p roduction to countries where workers are cheaper, these companies make sure that they stay competitive on a
global scale. In other words, FDI in Eastern Europe has helped to pre s e rve jobs in Germany and elsewhere in
We s t e rn Europe. According to one survey cited by the O s t e u ro p a - I n s t i t u t, 20 per cent of the German companies
with investments in Eastern Europe had shifted jobs eastward, while 60 per cent said their investments had
helped to pre s e rve or create jobs at home. 

Basic indicators for the new members and the EU-15

And the long term? 
The direct impact of eastward enlargement on the old EU has been marginal. The new members’ stro n g e r
economic perf o rmance may have added a degree of dynamism to the European economy. But since the ten new
members account for only 5 per cent of EU GDP (or 10 per cent if measured at purchasing power parity), they
a re too small to act as Euro p e ’s economic engine. In economic terms, enlargement was the equivalent of adding
an economy the size of the Netherlands to a single market with 380 million consumers and a GDP worth � S1 0
trillion. But what about the future? Comparing existing trade flows with potential ones (based on factors such
as geographical proximity and income levels), most economists assume that trade integration between the old
and new members is pretty much complete. Any further trade growth will depend on demand in the big EU
markets and developments within the new members. Provided that the new members keep up pro d u c t i v i t y
g rowth rates (and thus remain competitive), their exports should continue to grow at the recent high rates. 

Most analysts also expect FDI flows from the old to the new members to remain strong over the medium term .
The need to cut costs has been re i n f o rced by sluggish eurozone growth, a stronger euro and a ripple effect that
is itself the result of outsourcing: as more and more companies transfer production to low-cost locations, the
p re s s u re grows on their competitors to follow suit. According to another survey by Rödl & Part n e r, a
c o n s u l t a n c y, 80 per cent of German companies polled in 2005 expected to increase their investments in the new
m e m b e r-states in the coming years. However, some larger corporations fear that EU membership will push up
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Current
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$ billion

Czech Republic 10.2 80.3 70 3.1 2.6 -5.6

Estonia 1.3 8.1 51 7.2 3.5 -1.4

Hungary 10.0 72.6 61 3.9 7.1 -8.8

Latvia 2.3 9.9 43 7.5 3.2 -1.7

Lithuania 3.4 16.3 48 6.7 0.5 -1.6

Poland 38.2 185.2 47 3.1 4.3 -3.6

Slovakia 5.4 29.0 52 4.1 7.7 -1.4

Slovenia 2.0 24.9 79 3.4 6.8 -0.3

NMS-10 73.7 442.1 - 3.6 4.6 -25.4

EU-15 383.5 9,373.5 109 2.0 2.0 21.8
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wages and re g u l a t o ry costs in the Central and East European countries. As a result, they are moving their
p roduction facilities further east or to Asia, while using Prague, Tallinn or Budapest increasingly for the
o u t s o u rcing of IT and other services. Such investment in services, especially in re s e a rch and development
(R&D), is important for the economic development of the new members. But it is generally less capital intensive
so it may not show up in the form of higher FDI inflows. 

U N FAIR COMPETITION IN THE EU?
In a poll conducted for Der Spiegel in early 2004, 73 per cent of Germans said they expected enlargement
would threaten their jobs. Germans are particularly sensitive to the issue of migration, not least because some
60 per cent of the million-odd East Europeans that moved to the EU before accession settled in Germany –
and that at a time when unemployment continued to rise steadily. Austria has been the second most popular
destination, taking perhaps another 5-10 per cent of the East Europeans coming to the EU-15 before 2004.
This is why Germany and Austria led the campaign for the EU to impose long ‘transition periods’ on the free
movement of workers from the Central and East European countries. Only three EU countries – Ireland,
Sweden and the UK – removed restrictions for East European jobseekers in May 2004. In the other 12 old
member-states Poles, Hungarians and others still require work permits until at least May 2006, and probably
until 2011. 

The Polish plumber
Even in those countries where all restrictions were dropped, the number of job-seekers from Eastern Europe has
remained limited. In Sweden, only 22,000 people from the new members have applied for residency perm i t s
between May and December 2004, a rise in the workforce of only 0.07 per cent. Ireland re g i s t e red an incre a s e
of 85,000 in the 12 months following enlargement – the largest relative to its domestic workforce. And Ire l a n d

continues to actively re c ruit East Europeans to alleviate local skill short a g e s .4 T h e
UK re p o rted in November 2005 that 290,000 people from the new member- s t a t e s
had re g i s t e red for work after May 2004. Since around 40 per cent had alre a d y
been in the country before EU accession, this suggests worker immigration of
a round 10,000 people a month – hardly an uncontrollable flood in a country of
60 million.

Although the absence of restrictions has turned the UK, Ireland and Sweden into popular destinations, many
East Europeans still prefer to join the much larger immigrant communities in Germany and Austria. The Polish
f o reign ministry re p o rts that after accession around 30 per cent of emigrant Poles went to the UK and Ire l a n d
in 2004, while around the same share moved to Germany despite continued re s t r i c t i o n s
(comparable figures for the other new members are not available).5 Many of those going
to Germany are thought to be working in the burgeoning black economy. Others have set
up small businesses under EU rules for the ‘freedom of establishment’ which, unlike those
for the free movement of labour, are not subject to transition periods. 

A number of East Europeans work in the old EU on the basis of temporary contracts, hired out by serv i c e
companies from their home countries (under the EU’s ‘posted workers directive’). The number of East

E u ropeans working on such contracts is small, but they have caused a
d i s p ro p o rtionate amount of political upheaval in France, Germ a n y, Sweden and
e l s e w h e re. The alleged job competition from cheap Polish plumbers fuelled anti-
EU sentiment during France’s re f e rendum on the EU constitution.6 In December
2004, 14 Latvian builders were forced to stop working in Sweden for what a local
trade union had claimed were ‘unfairly’ low wages. Similarly, in March 2005 the
Danish authorities fined a Polish construction company (owned by a Dane) for
u n d e rcutting local wages. And Germans were outraged in the autumn of 2004
when about 25,000 abattoir workers lost their jobs to Polish or Czech immigrants
willing to work for S5 an hour or less.

Fears of the mythical ‘Polish plumber’ have also fuelled opposition to the Commission’s proposal for a further
opening of EU services markets through its ‘services directive’. The services directive would make it easier for
Polish architects or Slovenian consultants to work across the EU because all member-states would have to
accept qualifications gained in their home country. But it would not allow East
Europeans to generally undercut West European wages. Local minimum wages and
sectoral wage rules would continue to apply for all workers, irrespective of their
origin. The reason why German abattoir workers lost their jobs to cheaper
competitors is that, unlike the UK, Germany does not have a country-wide
minimum wage,  and there was no sectoral minimum wage for slaughter houses.7
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N e v e rtheless, most workers in the old EU countries are not looking forw a rd to the day when restrictions on the
f ree movement of labour are lifted. Migration flows are notoriously difficult to predict but many re s e a rc h e r s
think that between 100,000 and 400,000 East Europeans will head West every year once they gain the right to

apply for jobs in the old EU. Assuming that most of those who want to move will do
so within a decade or so, they predict that maybe 2-3 million people from the new
m e m b e r-states will be living in the old EU by say, 2020. That sounds a lot, but it only
amounts to 0.5-0.8 per cent of the EU’s current population.8

In the medium to long term, however, the new members will not be a source of large-scale labour migration. In
most Central and East European countries the demographic trends are even more worrying than in We s t e rn
E u rope. While life expectancy is rising, birth rates tend to be extremely low, so societies are ageing even faster
than those in the old EU. The UN predicts that the populations of Latvia and Lithuania will shrink by one-third
by 2050, while the number of Hungarians and Czechs will fall by more than one fifth. So the new members will
themselves have to admit larger number of immigrants to help sustain economic growth and patch up national
pension systems. But many of these countries are not used to dealing with large numbers of foreign workers.
H u n g a ry is currently host to only 50,000-80,000 foreign workers, mostly from neighbouring Romania. But the
c o u n t ry may need as many as two million immigrants over the next five years to make up for the fall in its
indigenous labour forc e .

‘Old’ Europe is forced to change
E n l a rg e m e n t - related fears in the old EU go well beyond the impact on slaughterhouses and building sites. We s t
E u ropeans know they can keep cheap East European workers out of their labour markets, but they cannot
p revent their companies going to where labour is cheaper. In Germ a n y, company bosses have successfully
demanded wage restraint in the face of low-cost competition from the East. Scores of companies, fro m
D a i m l e r C h rysler to Siemens, threatened to shift more production eastward unless their workers agreed to work
longer hours for the same money or less. Real wages in Germany have been stagnating for years, and unit labour
costs are now back where they were in the mid-1990s. Germ a n y ’s belt-tightening, in turn, has increased the
p re s s u re on its big West European trading partners. Italy, France and others are now struggling to re s t o re their
competitiveness vis-à-vis Germ a n y. As a result, unit labour costs in the entire eurozone have fallen by an average
of 0.5 per cent a year since 2001. 

M o re o v e r, eastward enlargement took place at time when many West European countries were (and are )
u n d e rgoing painful structural re f o rms, such as the loosening of job protection rules and the reduction of welfare
entitlements. It is impossible to say how far wage restraint and labour market re f o rms have been the direct re s u l t
of eastward enlargement. It appears that the availability of millions of cheap workers on their doorstep has
s t rengthened the hands of West European company bosses vis-à-vis their workers. But, as pointed out above,
the relocation of some production processes or backroom services may also have saved jobs in the face of
heightened global competition. Even if Eastern Europe disappeared from the face of the earth tomorro w, social
and demographic trends (ageing, the erosion of traditional family stru c t u res), European integration (the single
market, monetary union) and global competition (from China, India, the US and others) would still force the
old EU countries to adjust. However, many people in these countries fail to grasp globalisation and deny the
changing nature of their own societies. When they fear losing their jobs, they quickly point their fingers at
E a s t e rn Europe. France’s frantic debate about delocalisation is mainly aimed at the new member-states (and the
countries still queuing for membership, such as Bulgaria, Romania and Turkey). Some Germans fear that
e a s t w a rd enlargement is turning their country into a ‘bazaar economy’ where only a limited number of finished
p roducts is assembled while most of the work is outsourced across the eastern bord e r. 

Such fears have gone hand in hand with perceptions that the new members are using ‘unfair’ means to lure
companies eastward, namely low levels of social protection, low taxes and a lack of workers’ rights. In short ,
many people in We s t e rn Europe think of the East Europeans as ruthless ‘Anglo-Saxon’ capitalists whose
addition to the EU is undermining the cherished ‘European social model’.

The real situation across the new members is of course much more complex. The new members boast re l a t i v e l y
flexible labour markets, a feature that they share with the UK, Ireland and to a certain extent the Nord i c
countries. But unlike these countries, much of Eastern Europe suffers from very high unemployment rates,
higher even than those found in Germ a n y, France or Italy. The new members also resemble the large euro z o n e
countries in that they have generous social security systems that are funded out of payroll taxes.    

Tax dumping?
Most of the Central and East European countries lowered their corporate tax rates in the run-up to accession
to compensate for the abolition of discriminatory tax breaks, which was re q u i red by EU state aid rules. Many
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countries also introduced ‘flat’ rates of personal income tax. Slovakia went furthest in its tax re f o rms by
s t a n d a rdising taxes on profits, income, capital and value added at a low rate of 19 per cent. Tax cuts have spre a d
t h roughout Central and Eastern Europe and now appear to be extending into the old EU, fuelling fears that
t h e re is a ‘race to the bottom’ in tax rates. Austria cut its corporate tax rate from 34 per cent to 25 per cent in
J a n u a ry 2005. Three months later, the German government announced a cut in the federal profit tax rate fro m
25 per cent to 19 per cent (although the plan subsequently ran into opposition in the upper house of parliament). 

It is not clear whether such re f o rms are the direct consequence of EU enlargement or part of a bro a d e r
i n t e rnational trend towards lower direct taxation (income and profits) and higher indirect taxes (VAT, pro p e rt y ) .
But it is important to quash the myth that Eastern Europe is a low-tax paradise that flourishes at the expense
of its high-tax neighbours. Generally, taxation levels in the new member-states are lower than in the EU-15, but
not much. In 2003, the ten accession countries collected the equivalent of 36 per cent
of their GDP in taxes, compared with just over 40 per cent in the EU-15. There are
big diff e rences among the newcomers. Lithuania’s tax level is below that of Ire l a n d ’s
(at 29 per cent of GDP) while Hungary and Slovenia collect as much tax as Germ a n y
( a round 40 per cent).9

It is true that headline corporate tax rates in the new members are now much lower
than in the EU, typically 15-20 per cent compared with 34-38 per cent in Germ a n y,
Italy and France. But this does not automatically mean that East Euro p e a n
g o v e rnments are shy to tax local companies. Tax re v e n u e

consists of two components: the tax rate and the tax base (on which the tax is levied).
West European tax systems tend to be riddled with exemptions, and many off e r
g e n e rous depreciation rules to encourage certain investments. So the ‘effective’ tax
rate on corporate profits is often much lower than the headline rate. Estimates of the
e ffective tax rates vary widely. According to some calculations, the effective rate of
corporate taxation in Germany is only half the headline rate of 38 per cent. Some of
the country ’s largest companies enjoy so many tax breaks that their effective tax rate
is zero .1 0 Other estimates show that the effective tax rate in the East Euro p e a n
members is now a lot lower than in the old EU, for example, around 18 per cent in
Poland and Hungary, compared with 35-36 per cent in Germany and France.1 1

Another (albeit similarly flawed) way of gauging the real tax burden is to look at how much money national
t reasuries actually obtain from companies. According to the European Commission, Germany collected
corporate taxes worth only 0.8 per cent of its GDP in 2003, and France 2.2 per cent. Compare that with
allegedly low-tax countries such as Ireland and the UK (3.8 per cent and 2.7 per cent of their GDP,
respectively) or Slovakia and Hungary (2.8 per cent and 2.2 per cent of GDP respectively). Even Estonia,
which does not tax reinvested profits at all, still managed to collect more than Germany in corporate taxes
as a share of its GDP. 

But even if one assumes that effective corporate tax rates in Central and Eastern Europe are significantly lower
than those found in the old EU, it does not necessarily follow that tax policy is behind Eastern Europe’s
investment boom. Investor surveys show that tax levels are just one factor among many that companies take
into account when they decide where to set up shop. Others, such as economic and political stability, the
quality of the labour force, wage and productivity levels, market size or proximity to major markets, usually
rank higher.

The East European social model
The perception that Eastern Europe loves low taxes has been re i n f o rced by the fact that
four of the new members have introduced ‘flat’ income tax rates.1 2 Estonia started the
t rend in 1994, and the other Baltic states and Slovakia have
since followed. Opposition parties in Hungary, Poland and
the Czech Republic are now calling for the introduction of

flat taxes as are some politicians and economic experts in the old EU.1 3 T h e re are
specific reasons why flat taxes were a good idea in Eastern Europe, most notably the
weakness of the local tax administration and the pervasiveness of tax evasion. And
t h e re are good reasons why West European countries may prefer to stick with their
m o re sophisticated and pro g ressive tax systems, for example social fairness (higher tax
rates for big earners) and the use of the tax system for specific policy objectives
(encouraging pension savings or home ownership). But even if the large EU countries
a re unlikely to follow the flat tax trend, some of them may go part of the way by
simplifying their tax systems and reducing the top rate of income tax rates.   
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With their low income tax rates and widespread tax evasion, Eastern European countries collect much less
money from personal income taxes than West European ones (5 per cent of GDP compared with 10 per cent in
the eurozone in 2003). Instead, governments in the new member countries rely on other ways of taxing wages,
namely social security contributions. As a result, payroll taxes in the new members are usually above those
found in most of the ‘old’ member-states. In Poland, Hungary and Slovakia, for example, social security
contributions add almost 40 per cent to labour costs, more than in Italy or Germ a n y, and twice as much as the
UK. According to the European Commission, the ten new members in 2003 collected on average 13.3 per cent
of their GDP in the form of social security contributions to pay for their healthcare, pensions and social welfare
systems – almost exactly the same share as in the old EU-15. 

Rather than being ‘ultra-liberal’ and socially minimalist, the Central and East Europeans spend too much on
social security, given their rather low level of income and economic development. In Hungary a quarter of the
working age population relies on some kind of social transfers as their main source of income. In Poland, one
in five people of working age obtains state benefits and less than 2 per cent of all benefits are means-tested. So

the new members are working hard to create social welfare and security systems that are
better targeted and less costly. Like in the West, such changes are politically contro v e r s i a l
and often involve big upfront costs. This is tricky given that the new members are keen to
join the euro and so need to reduce their budget deficits.1 4 At the same time, they need to
find ways of getting millions of unemployed people back into work. 

THE TRUTH ABOUT EAST EUROPEAN LABOUR MARKETS
Most people in We s t e rn Europe are wholly unaware of the daunting labour market problems that the new
members are struggling with. Perhaps if they knew more, they would be a little less critical of the East
E u ropeans’ desperate attempts to boost growth and attract investment. The average unemployment rate in the
new members stands at around 15 per cent, compared with 8.5 per cent in the old EU-15. The East Euro p e a n
average is pushed up by Poland, where 18 per cent of workers are looking for a job. Long-term unemployment
is also much higher than in the old EU. In countries such as Poland and Slovakia, 10 per cent of the labour forc e
appears virtually unemployable. Perhaps even more worrying is the high rate of youth unemployment: almost
o n e - t h i rd of 15-24 year-olds in Central and Eastern Europe are jobless, again twice the rate of the EU-15. That
means that millions of young people in Eastern Europe are neither in education nor picking up skills on the job,
which does not bode well for their future .

Unemployment rates in Central and Eastern Europe would be even higher if it was not for the fact that millions
of workers dropped out of the labour force altogether during the 1990s. As a result, employment rates in the
new members are generally below those found in the old EU, and much below the EU target of 70 per cent by
2010. Currently only the Czech Republic and Slovenia match the EU-15 average of 64 per cent. In Poland only
a round half of all people of working age have a job in the formal economy. At least the downward trend has
now been reversed, and most of the new members re c o rd stable or rising employment rates. Job creation is
driven by foreign investment and small enterprises. Both tend to cluster around fast-growing urban areas in the
w e s t e rn parts of these countries. Meanwhile, in rural areas and declining industrial heartlands unemployment
remains stuck at 30 per cent or higher. Inflexible housing markets and inadequate transport make it difficult for
workers to move to where job opportunities are better. And foreign investors rarely venture into the eastern
p a rts of the new member-states, where infrastru c t u re and education levels are often poor.

Where China really matters
On the whole, however, the new members boast very solid education systems. On some indicators, such as
s e c o n d a ry school enrolment or drop-out rates, the new EU countries outperf o rm the old ones. Eastern
E u ropeans also generally score well on basic educational indicators such as numeracy and literacy. The heavy
focus on technical and professional education appears adequate for Eastern Euro p e ’s current specialisations in
cars, consumer electronics and basic manufactured goods. However, in these areas the new members are coming
under heavy competitive pre s s u re from China and other low-cost emerging economies. So Eastern Europe does
not have a future as a location for low-cost, labour intensive manufacturing.

Wages in the East appear very low if compared to the EU: hourly labour costs in 2003 (the latest date for which
comparable data are available) ranged from 12 per cent of the EU-15 average in Latvia to 53 per cent in
Slovenia. But wages in countries such as China and India are much lower still. So if the new members want to
catch up with the old EU, they need to move swiftly into high-tech manufacturing and high-value added serv i c e s .
For this, they need very high rates of investment, technological pro g ress, and rapid skills upgrading. 
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14 In 2005, the Czech
Republic, Hungary, Poland
and Slovakia all had
budget deficits of over 
3 per cent of GDP.



C O N C LU S I O N

West European concerns about enlargement – from labour migration to low-cost competition – are mostly
related to the big income gap that persists between the old and the new members. In principle, there f o re, the old
m e m b e r-states should support the newcomers’ wish to catch up with EU-15 income levels. So far, catch-up has
been rather slow, despite rapid productivity growth, because too many people from Estonia to Slovenia are not
p roductively employed. To speed up income convergence, Eastern Europe needs to sort out its labour markets.
What could the EU do to help? It is clear what the EU should not do, namely seek to harmonise tax rates and
w e l f a re standards across the Union. French and German politicians are calling for the introduction of minimum
rates of corporate taxation in the EU to end ‘unfair’ tax competition from the East. And they accuse the new
members of ‘stealing’ jobs through undercutting West European social standards. As this essay shows, such
accusations are unfounded. The new members’ welfare states are already quite extensive, especially given their
low levels of incomes and development. And the challenges that the new members struggle with – from ageing
w o r k f o rces to badly targeted welfare systems and under-funded universities – are not that diff e rent from those
faced by West European countries. 

EU benchmarking and peer pre s s u re, such as that guided by the ‘Lisbon process’, can
help the newcomers with their re f o rm eff o rts. But for these methods to be
c o n s t ructive, West European politicians need to stop painting the new members into
an ultra-liberal corn e r. The Central and East European countries are not instinctively
liberal. Most of the people in the region grew up with a feeling of entitlement when
it comes to jobs and social security, and a strong sense of social fairness and equity.
Some re s e a rchers think that the East European pre f e rence for equality is an
“attitudinal legacy inherited from socialist times”.1 5

The East Europeans have gone through more than a decade of turbulent change to get ready for EU
membership. The ‘old’ EU owes them a welcome. In practical terms, this means that West European politicians
should stop exploiting populist resentment of low-wage competition. They should explain to their voters that
economic re f o rms would be necessary even in the absence of enlargement and that, on the whole, the addition
of ten new members has been good for the EU economy.  
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Labour market indicators

Source: European Commission.

Unemployment
rate %, 
2005

Employment
rate %, 
2004

Hourly labour
costs S,

2003

People with at
least secondary 
education %,

2004

Workers who
received 

training %, 2004

Czech Republic 8.0 64.2 5.5 91 6

Estonia 7.5 63.0 4.0 82 7

Hungary 7.1 56.8 5.1 83 5

Latvia 9.0 62.3 2.4 77 9

Lithuania 8.2 61.2 3.1 86 7

Poland 17.9 51.7 4.7 90 6

Slovakia 16.4 57.0 4.0 91 5

Slovenia 5.8 65.3 10.5 90 18

EU-15 7.8 64.7 24.3 74 10

15 Marc Suhrcke, ‘Preferences
for inequality: east vs west’,
HWWA discussion paper,
No 150, 2001. Jan Delhey,
‘Inequality and attitudes – 
post-communism, western
capitalism and beyond’,
Wissenschaftszentrums Berlin 
für Sozialforschung, 1999.
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